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1 INTRODUCTION 

The present proton linear accelerator makes it possible 
to accelerate a beam current of some tens mA in pulse. 
For compensation of the beam loading effect the genera- 
tor has to give the additional power. However, this power 
excites all eigen waveguide modes, and spreads in both 
direction from the power input, which causes the space- 
time-dependent perturbations. The magnitude of space 
perturbations of the electromagnetic field depends on the 
disperse features of the resonator and has the scale of the 
cavity length. At the same time the longitudinal oscillation 
frequency depends on the electromagnetic field amplitude 
and grows with the rate acceleration. The new tendencies 
are in terms of the accelerating rate increasing and using 
a more powerful generator to drive more long resonators. 
Increasing the accelerating rate and cavity length signif- 
icantly increases the probability of the parametric reso- 
nances in the longitudinal motion. These resonances even 
at a relatively small amplitude of perturbation Z-5% can 
destroy the separatrix. When increasing the accelerating 
rate and decreasing resonator length, the order of synchI* 
betatron resonance falls, so the longitudinal oscillations 
can influence transverse motion and emittance growth. 

2 EXPERIMENT STATEMENT 

This effect has been studied theoretically in work [l]. How- 
ever, taking into account the importance of conclusions for 
high intensive proton beam accelerator, we have done the 
experimental measurements on FNAL linac, as example, 
for investigation this effect in details. Transients can be 
caused not only by the beam switching on or off, but also 
by the feedback system, that has a high coefficient of sta- 
bilization. The suppressing of any amplitude of phase ran- 
dom instability by feedback system leads to the input of 
corrected power, which causes the space distortion of the 
electromagnetic field. Since the FNAL linac in the summer 
1992 was under the tuning, we have done measurement of 
the electromagnetic field distortion, which was called by 
switching off and on generator. For getting more exact 
picture and checking of results we used two pulses with dif- 
ferent amplitude. The figure 1 shows the common scheme 
of measurement. Each module consists 

of 4 tanks. The tank is formed by brazing together 16 
identical accelerating cells and almost same identical cou- 
pling cells with 5coupling coefficient. The tanks are con- 
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Figure 1: The scheme of measurement 

netted with bridge couplers. The power from the generator 
is input into the central bridge. Five loops were installed 
in the testing module in five points 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The 
loops 1, 2 and 3, 4 are radiotechnically symmetrical. The 
loop 5 was used for measurement of the reflective signal 
on the input in module. Figure 2 shows two pulses, which 
we could observe in cavity. The time scale and 

Figure 2: The RF pulses in cavity 

amplitude scale are 2Ops/div and O.SV/div correspond- 
ingly. The shape of pulse practically don‘t depend on the 
point of measurement. The second pulse switch on with 
40~3 delay relatively by first pulse after stabilizing of tran- 
sient.. In the experiment we had the possibility to measure 
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simultaneously in all five points and to observe the process 
in the real time and in the real space. What do we expect? 
Figure 3 shows the theoretical results, what will happen 
in cavity during injection of the beam and simultaneous 
input of power. 
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Figure 3: The perturbed electromagnetic field in cav- 
ity(calculation) 

Figure 4 shows the experimental measurement of field 
in two points, loops 1 and 2. The character of two curves 
on figure 4 is very similar each to other. The time shift 

Figure 4: The experimental measurement of RF field in 
loop 1 (a) and loop 2 (b) 

between two curves equals 0.5 ~3 , what equals to the prop 
agation time of energy along the cavity. The similar be- 
havior says, that the compensated accelerating structure 
behave itself in transient, as the cavity with the length 
equal to the part of the cavity filled by energy. The front 
of the wave can have significant impact. In our case we 
have the front of wave about 20%, if to take the steady 

level by the 100%. The oscillation of the amplitude during 
the pulse shows, that the nearest not fundamental mode 
prevail over others not fundamental modes. In order to 
except the average level of the pulse we have done mea- 
surement the different signal from loop 1 and 2 (fig.5). 
The value of the nearest excited mode amplitude exactly 

Figure 5: The different signal from loop 1 and 2 

equals our calculation [l] and accords to our model and 
understanding. Besides, we can recognize this mode by 
the oscillation frequency of amplitude. 

3 CONCLUSION 

We have done measurements of the transient in structure 
CCL of FNAL for testing of our understanding, what will 
happen in cavity during injection of the beam. The am- 
plitude of the electromagnetic field distortion can reach 
lOcharacteristic time 5. It means the time- space distor- 
tion of the electromagnetic field in case the parametric res- 
onance with the longitudinal motion can cause the strong 
instability of beam and losses. 
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